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A (k i- I)-dimensional vector space U of real-valued functions defined on a 
subset of the real line is a Tchebycheff space (the linear space generated by a 
Tchebycheff system) if the number of zeros and the number of alternations in 
sign of each nonzero element of U is at most k. We show here that if U is a 
Tchebycheff space of bounded functions defined on a subset 7’ of the real line, 
then for any pair of real-valued functions h, , h, defined on T for which there is 
an element of U lying between h, and h, and bounded away from them, there 
exists an element of U that lies between h,, and h, and oscillates between them 
exactly k times. Additionally, a converse is given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose U is a Tchebycheff space (see [2]) of bounded functions defined 
on a subset T of the real line and suppose h, , I?, are two arbitrary real-valued 
functions defined on T such that for some p E U and E > 0, 
h,(r) + c < p(r) < h,(t) -- E CT) 
for all f E T. We prove here that there is a u E U such that h,(t) < u(t) < h,(t) 
for all t E T and -u oscillates k times between h, and h, , touching each 
alternately, where k is the degree of U. 
This theorem, which we refer to as the “oscillation theorem for T-spaces 
of bounded functions,” has a heritage in a series of representation theorems 
which go back to the well-known theorem of P6lya and Szegii [8] that a real 
polynomial h, nonnegative on the entire real line, can be expressed as 
h(t) = b4(t))2 + (B(rN2. 
where A and B are real polynomials whose respective degrees do not exceed 
half the degree of h. This theorem was later refined to allow for h to be 
nonnegative simply for t 3 0. ln this case, h can be expressed as 
h(t) = (Nt)Y + @(tN2 + ~KC(o)2 + mw1, 
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where 1 and R are as before and C and D are real polynomials whose 
respective degrees do not exceed i(deg /I I). Attributed to M. Fekete i\ 
that when h(t) is nonnegative simply for I t I. II can be evpresscd :I\ 
h(l) (A(t))' : (I t”j(B(r))“. 
where deg A deg B I ? Jegl7, and this \\a\ i.c)jncd by the f‘ollo~ving 
result attributed to F. Luckacs. 
Let /7(t ) be a real polynomial of degree X. nonnegative for I ! I. 
Then h can be expressed as 
where A. B, C. D are real polynomials whose Jegreea do not exceed h 2. 
(Ii!?) I. (I, I),‘?. and (k I ):2, respectively. 
These four results appear as problems 44 37 in 18. ‘VI, Sect. 6, p. 821 
(solutions on pp. 275 -276). See also [Y, pp. 4 51. Representation (L) follows 
from the theorem of Fqjcr [ 11, which give:, a nonnegative trigonometrtc 
polynomial h with real coefficients as the square ofthe modulus of an algebraic 
polynomial /I of the same degree: /r(P) 7 ~ ,r,(~)l~ for -I cP. However. the 
representation of /I in term\ of 11 iy not unique and thus representation (L) 
is not unique. 
In 1953. Karlin and Shapley [5, p. 351 shoued that in representation !!.\. 
if /7 has fewer than /; zeros counting multiplicitie\ in [ I. I], then I. B. i’, 
and D could be required to have respective degrees precisely 1, ‘7. (I, 2) I. 
(1; I )?, and (/( I),!?, and in addition all their roots could be required [(I 
be real and to lie in the interval [ I, I]. In this UW, the two polynomials ~1. 
ii defined as 
il(?) (A(r))‘. i!(f) (1 t’)i&r)) when Ii i< even. 
G(f) (I f)(C(f))“. G(f) (I f)(D(f))‘! when I; is odd. 
each oscillate between 0 and h(r) exactly k times. Specifically. they showed 
that there are two polynomials g, ii and k A I points t, satisfying I f,, 
t, ‘.. t,, , fl, I such that 
0 g(l) II(t) for t,- [ I. I], 
il(t,)) (11 IlJ(r,) &qf,J (17 I,Nt:,J ” (i. . 
(OK) 
0 G(t) /7(r) for t s- [ I. I]. 
(/I u)(t()) ii (h ii) -- fi(t:,) ‘.’ 0. 
The even-indexed t,‘s interior to [ I. I] must be double zero\ of y: and 
similarly for the odd-indexed fi’s and Ir. For any g satisfying (ow), II II 
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must satisfy the role of ii in (OX) (and conversely). Hence, once a polynomial m 
is found which satisfies (osc), 11 is determined and 
A simple counting argument applied to (osc) involving degree shows that _u 
and II must each be unique (if existent) for any continuous function h such 
that h(t) 3, 0. 
As it happens, the existence of polynomials g, C satisfying (osc) (allowing 
different ti’s for each) does not depend upon h being a polynomial. Of course, 
_u + ti is a polynomial of degree <k even if h is not, and hence the representa- 
tion h = _u + E is valid if and only if h is also a polynomial of degree <k. 
Tn 1963, Karlin [4] showed that if h is any positive continuous function and 
k is any positive integer, there exist two polynomials u, ii of degree k and 
2(k + 1) points si , ti E [ - 1, l] such that 
0 ,( g(f), 17(t) < h(t) for fE [--I, I], (osc’) 
ti -c tit, ; I&) = (h - z~)(t,) = g(t,) -= (h - _u)(ta) z= ... = 0 
si < si+1 ; (h - ii) = ii = (h - C)(L) = ii = ... = 0. 
This proof depended upon the compactness of [-I, 1] (which could be 
replaced by any closed interval) and the continuity of h and polynomials, 
using as it did Brouwer’s fixed-point theorem. Tn fact, there was no need for 
_u and G actually to be polynomials, so long as they behaved reasonably 
well like polynomials. By applying a smoothing process to k-differentiable 
functions, an argument similar to that for polynomials showed that if h is 
any positive continuous function and U is any T-space of degree k of con- 
tinuous functions (of which the polynomials of degree <k are an example), 
then there exist ZJ, 17 E U satisfying (osc’). 
The final form of this theorem to date appeared in [6], where the authors 
show that if U is a T-space of continuous functions defined on some closed 
interval [a, b] and if h, and h, are arbitrary continuous functions on [a, b] 
such that for some p E U, (+) is satisfied, then there exist g, U E U and 
2(k + 1) points si , ti E [a, b] such that (with hi --_ h,,) when i is even and 
hi = h, when i is odd) we have: 
h,(t) < ~4, 17(t) ,< h,(t) for tE[a,b]andfori=-O,l,..., k, 
fi < ti+1 ; (g - hi)(&) = 0; (OSC) 
si < Sifl ; (ii - hi+,)(sj) == 0. 
These two functions u, 11 are unique, and if h, = 0 then h, E U if and only if 
ii == h, - IJ, in which case h, = 3 + ii. 
In 1974 Pinkus [7] further extended this to allo~v II,, and 11, to be upper and 
lower semicontinuous, respectively. However. the continuity of the element\ 
of U was still required. 
In this paper we proke the corresponding theorem for arbitrary i-space\ 
of bounded function. wherein the interval [a, b] i\ repiaced by an arbitrar! 
subset T of the real line and the elements of lhe r-space tf need oniy Ibc 
bounded (not necessarily continuous). The functions /I,; and 11, can be 
completely arbitrary (so long as for some 11 c I ( ) is satisfied). Further- 
more, this is the farthest that thii line of theorem\ can be c\;tended. as \+c 
show in Section 6. 
Our proof derives from 3 ncu characterization i)f L, 2s a solutoin 10 ;I 17a11- 
of extremal problems which we informaily describe next. Let II\ \ibualix 
the set of elements of Ci that lie betbzccn /I,, and /I , as cur\‘cb that sl:trt I‘wI~ the 
leftmost end of 7‘ and pas> thrc?ugh the space between /I,, and 11, 01‘ ~hc;c 
elements and for any i ii. conside;. those \:hich touch II,, at th,:. least 
possible value of the argument. say / I’,! . \\hich nexi touch /I, at ll;c least 
possible value of t I’,, . hay I vi . then next touch II, i h,,) at 1hc least 
possible value oft 1 /‘, \;I> i i’) . and so on. linally touching /I, , Lit the 
least possible value of t i’, . hay I I’, , Of courw for \t~mi‘ i t!hl\ ~1 
may be empty. in which case V,C \et J’ -J for / i. The Clemens\ UI‘ thi\ 
subset of U, let UC call it L i 1 c.- L’, arc those elements of C,’ which oscillate 
as “fast” as possible betbeen /I ,, and II, in the intcr\zal [r,, . r, .]] (starting b! 
touching I?,,). This is the first extremal problem. The element g is one ivhich 
then maximizes the oscillation in a difrerent but related sense. Consider the 
smallest h for wltich there is a <et of X A point3 w,, such that 
for each i 0. I ,.._l h 1 (with I’ , 
for each II i; I; as 
, 
,: ). Detine the linear form &(u) 
6(u) 1 ( I )’ 1 fi(C,!,,) 
/ II 
Among the elements of II that lie between /I,, and II, and touch h, at i., 
for 0 : i h. the one that minimizes 6 oscillates between h,, and /I~ 1; timej. 
This is g. 
To prove the theorem, the concept of “touching” in the previou> sketch 
must be made precise. The complex variety of ways in which t\ro dis- 
continuous functions can “touch” one another greatly complicates the 
situation but, remarkably enough, the essence of the idea just sketched 
carries the theorem even in its most general case. 
One complication is that unless the elements of I’ are continuou\. \\e do 
not necessarily obtain I, f, , a\ in (C)SC). hut rather t f, I, I‘hi\ 1, 
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because a discontinuous u can jump from h, to h, at a single point. While it is 
natural to consider such a jump as a valid term in an oscillation sequence, 
great care must be taken to avoid “invalid” oscillations. This is discussed 
forthwith in the beginning of the next section. 
Before proceeding, we introduce some notation which is used throughout. 
The real line is denoted by R, the set of positive integers by N, the cardinality 
of a set S by card S, the closure of T C R by cl T. For any given T C R, the 
set of real-valued functions on T is denoted by F(T). The bounded and 
continuous functions in .9-(T) are denoted respectively by g(T) and V(T). 
Of course, .F( T), g(T), and W(r) are all vector spaces over R. Any vector 
space properties such as linear dependence or dimension, pertaining to 
elements or subsets S(T), are to be understood to be with respect to the real 
ground field. 
The set .24(T) is understood to be topologized by the sup norm: Ij u 1; = 
sup j U(I) (t E 7). Consistent with this, 9(T) is topologized with the subbase: 
the sets 
{~E.F(T), ~/f-g11 < c) 
defined for all f E 9(T) and all E > 0. The topology for 9(T) is all unions 
of finite intersections of elements from the subbase. 
With respect to this topology, S(T) is Hausdorff and lst-countable (each 
point has a countable neighborhood base). Thus a subspace XC F(T) is 
sequentially compact (every sequence in X admits a subsequence which 
converges to a point of X) iff every countable subset of X admits a limit point 
in X. And in either case X is closed. 
2. OSCILLATION OF A FIJNCUON BETWEEN Two OTHERS 
For h, , h, E 9(T) we denote the set of functions that lie between h, and h, 
by [ho , 41: 
[A, , h,] = {u E F(T) ! Vt E T, h,(t) < u(t) :< h,(t):. 
The set of elements of [II,, h,] that do not equal h, or h, anywhere is 
denoted by ]A,,, h,[: 
l/z,, , h,[ = {u E F(T) I t’t E T, h,(t) < u(r) < h,(t)>. 
The set of functions in ]/I,, , h,[ that are bounded away from h, and h, is 
denoted by ]]h, , h,[[: 
]]h, . h,[[ = {u E.F(T) ’ 3~ > 0, Vt E T, h,(t) + cz 3; u(t) 5; h,(t) - E;. 
When T is a compact xet and the functions /I,, , /I, are continuous then 
‘(II,, , /7l[ n K(T) =~ ]]h,, , I?,[[ n ‘r;(T). 13.1) 
For a continuous function li 1 [h,, , i7,] n %( I‘). UC say that II “osciliatei” 
between h, and /I, if II touches h,, and /71 alternatingly (see Fig. 1). 
Since II cannot touch II,, and /I~ at the bame point. the points at which u 
touches h, and h, “alternatingly” ii, well detincd in the natural way, and the 
number of such points gives a measure of the “oscillation” of II between 
ho and h, . In general. without continuity, 71 can touch h,, and 17, at the same 
point and some of the ways in \vhich thi\ can happen are shown in Fig. 1. 
In order to distinguish between the various ways two function> ma) 
“touch” each other, we make the following definitions. For any U, Y c F(T), 
t E cl T, and M the positive integers, define 
u?r: t ::Vi,lEN. St,,*-7‘. T, t., , . 
such that 
lim t,, t and 
I, 
lif;n (77(r,,) I'( I,,)) 0. 
II ; 1‘ : I v'n E N, St,, 7. : / i,, 
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such that 
lim t,L = 
n 
11 TJ 1: 
u ,- 1’ 
t an d lip (u(f,J ~- 2:(&J) =- 0, 
t - u 4 0 : t and LltL-:t, 
lc;-u~I~:t Or II T c : t, 
t -z* u(t) = o(t), 
t =- ll ‘- L’ : t or u(t) = L.(f). 
ts=-lfTv:t or u(t) = r(t), 
t c3 14 ; 11 : t Or u(t) = r(t). 
Notethatu~~~:to(u-v)tO:tandsoon.Also~,f,~,~areused 
to denote the negation of the respective symbols without the slashes. Tf 
u - 0 : t we say that t is an asymptotic zero of u. 
In Fig. 2, for example, u t h, : t and u 4 h, : t in case (a); in (c), u J h, : t 
and u J h, : t; in (b), u Jt h, : t and u(t) = h,,(t). 
We now define oscillation sequences. 
Let T be a bounded subset of R and let h, , h, E F(T) be such that 
]]/I, , /I,[[ -f 2. Let u E [h, , II,]. As in the preceding, henceforth set hj = h, 
if j is even and hj = h, if j is odd. The lower oscillation sequence of u relative 
to [h, , h,] is 1-r , I, , t, , t, ,... defined recursively in terms of an auxiliary 
sequence tl, . t,', tl', t,‘,... as follows. 
Let t’r == t , z-m -co. Forj z= 0, l,..., if tjel has been defined, let 
tj' = inf{ t > tipI [ u E hj : t). (2.2) 
Define t, = tj’ except in each of the following two cases, in which we define 
t, = tjml: 
u L hj-l : tjM1 , u A hj : tj-1 , tj-y c tj-l :  (2.3a) 
or 
II = hj-1 : tj-1, LI 4 hi : tjP1 1 tj-2 = I,-1 . (2.3b) 
(Note that (2.3a) occurs in Fig. 2a, and (2.3b) occurs in Fig. 2b.) 
The sequence t-, , t, , tl ,... is defined to be the lower oscillation sequence 
of u relative to [h, , h,]. The lower oscillation of u relative to [h, , h,] is defined 
to be Q(u) = sup{i 1 ti < + a>. The upper oscillation sequence of u and the 
upper oscillation o(u) of u relative to [h, , hL] are defined as above with hj 
replaced by hj+l everywhere in the definition of ti , ti’ (i = -1. 0, l,...). 
(2.4) Note. Tf u~]]h~, h,[[ then --UE II-h,, -h,[[ and the lower 
oscillation sequence for -U relative to [-h, , -h,] is the upper oscillation 
sequence for u relative to [h, , /I,]. Hence, it is suflicient to study lower 
oscillation sequences. 
158 (;Ol’l\ATH AUD Kl’RSHAY 
The proof of the next lemma follows by an elementary calculation 
Since the remaining results in this section are concerned ~1111 ~;~crIIation 
sequences, which were defined only for bounded 7‘. for the rcm~tincler of 
this section 7 is assumed to denote a bounded subset of W. 
The next two lemmas describe some basic feature> of oscillation ~cqucnce~. 
Proc$ In what follows. t,’ is as defined in (2.2). 
(I) Since 1’, z- I , -L it is clear from the detinition of ( that 
for,j :: 0, I.... 
t ,I’ 1,. 
On the other hand, from the definition of I, either t, t, , or I / 
Hence 
I i 1 I,: t’. (2) 
(2) As in (I), t, -~ t,+, or t, ~~ t,‘. If t, ~. t,’ then from the definition 
of t, > either (2.3~1) or (2.3b) holds, so 11 :A h, : 1, If t, t,’ we use (2.5) 
to show u s- /I, : t, In fact, in this lemma, set 
Then by definition oft,’ it follows that 
l/ -1t.i / 
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(3) Suppose u s /I? : t for some t E It,-, , tj[; then from the definition 
of tj’ it follows that 
tj-1 ,< tj’ < t < tj ) 
which contradicts (a). Hence 
t E ]tj-1 2 tj[ =- u g hj : I, ,j = 0, l).., . 
(4) AS in the proof of (2) since t, < f co, if tj d t,’ then u 2 hi : tj 
from the definition of tj . Now if 
tjzt. -f’ I-1 - , 
then again as in (2), using Lemma 2.5 it follows that 
u j hj : ti . 
Tn the next lemma we prove some needed facts about the lower oscillation 
sequence for the case when u is assumed not to “touch” both h, and h, at 
the same point t, from the same side (which is the case in what follows). 
(2.7) LEMMA. Let h, , h, E 9(T) b e such that ]]hO, h,[[ d a. For any 
u E [h, , h,], let t-, , t, ,... be the lower oscillation sequence of u relative to 
[h,, , h,]. Iffor every t E cl T 
NEITHER (U t h, : f and u 1‘ k1 : I) 
NOR (u J h, : t and u .J /I~ : I) 
(*) 
thenforj = 0, l,... 
IA j hj 1 tj-1 =- fjmml = tj ; (2.7.1) 
1.i < + CO, t,j-1 := tj * u ’ h,-1 : tj and II J& II, : ti ; (2.7.2) 
t, < +--CO. tj-1 = tj = tjLl 3 u Tj h,+l : tj and II = hj : ti : (2.7.3) 
tj < + 03 => tj < tj+Q (2.7.4) 
Proof (1) Assuming u J hi : tj-1 and (*), it follows that u $ hi-1 : tj-1 . 
However, from (2.6.2) u z hj-, : tj-1 . Hence u L hj_1 : tj-1 . Therefore, 
when tjp, < tjel , (2.3) is satisfied so from the definition of tj , tj = tj-1. 
When 11-Z = tj-1 , then from (2.6.4) u =k hjel : tj-1 . But we just showed that 
L/ $ hj_1 : tj-1 ) SO u = h,.-l : tjml and thus (2.4) is satisfied so, also from the 
definition of tj , tj = tjA1 . 
(2) From (2.6.4) it follows that u L hj : tj . If tj f tj’ (tj’ as in (2.2)) 
it follows from the definition of tj that either (2.3a) or (2.3b) holds, so 
uLh +, : tjel = tj . If tj = tipI = tj’, then as in the proof of (2.6.4) it 
follows that u j hi : tj-1 = tj s By (*), u $ hj-1 : tj-1 . But u cz hj_1 : ti-1 by 
(2.6.2) so again we obtain u i hjel : tj-1 = tj . 
(3) Using (2.72) twi;‘c. get (44 
(II ‘/I, : t, and II h, 1 : f,). li‘ t,!, 
11, j : ;, and II Ii, 1 !,I itnii 
f;,, then it !i~llows from definition 
of f, 1 that II 4 II,, , : i, whence it follows from ( 1 ) that II t h, : :, . w I( 
I;, : t and II yb I?;, , : t, IC 1, i f, t,’ , then as in the prooi‘ of (7.6.4). 
I/,/?, ,: t . so again as before. it il. : f, and fi iA ii, / : I,. 
(4) Foiloua trivially from (3) using i k). 
The two theorems which follow shou that it‘ Q(!/) II, alLh,mgi: \e\cl-;ii 
1,‘s may coincide. the function II really does “oscillate” i! time5 bct~een !I,, 
and 11, 
5, I . .\‘, . i I. ‘...., /I: f .?.S.l ) 
0 ( Ij,tii(,\,l h,(,v )) c. /’ 0. i .__.. ii. ! -’ -.+.3i 
We next choose .s, c T for 0 .j : - I:. I4y (7.7.4), for j :<. II, f, . . I, :+ and 
hence there are four germane possibilities to consider: 
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(b) ti-1 = Lj < tj+r 2 in which case by (2.7.2) u & hj : tj so we find 
sj E T such that 
tj .< s, < tj + 8, 
sj zz tj iff u = h, : t, 
and (2.8.2) is satisfied: 
(C) tj-1 < tj r tj+l 3 in which case by (2.7.2) II L h, : tj+l = tj SO we 
find ,s, E T such that 
J, zz: tj iff u-=hj:tj 
and (2.8.2) is satisfied; 
(d) tj-1 = t, = tj+l 2 in which case by (2.7.3) II == hj : tj so t:, E T and 
we set si .= t, , whence (2.8.2) is satisfied. 
It remains to verify (2.8.1) for the above four cases: 
(a) Since in all cases 1 ti - si j < 6 for i = O,..., n, it follows that 
sj-.I < tj_l i- 6 < tj - 6 < s, ; 
(b) Since r,-, = t, , case (c) or (d) applies in the definition of tjFl and 
in each of these cases sj-r < tj . By the definition of sj in case (b), tj < sj so 
sj-r < tj < s, . But siV1 = tj only if u == hjWl : tf whence u # hj : tj so 
tj < sj and thus in either case Sj-1 < sj ; 
(c) AS in (a) we have .rmI < tj-1 -+ 6 -< tj - 6 < S, ; 
(d) Since u == h, : tj , u + h,_r : tj = tieI. But in the definition of 
S?-~ case (c) must apply since tj-2 < tj+l = tjml by (2.7.4) SO sjel < tj . 
Hence Sj-1 < tj z pi . 
3. TCHEBYCHEFF SPACES 
For notation, see [2]. 
Note that if UC 9(T) is a T-space, then so is U js , whenever SC T 
satisfies card S > dim U (where U Is is the set of restrictions of the elements 
of u to S). 
The next result shows that if u and some u E ]]h, , h,[[ are both in a T-space, 
then condition (*) of Lemma 2.7 holds and hence the consequences (2.7.1) 
to (2.7.4) apply. 
Proof: As in the first paragraph of the proof of rheorem 2.S. 
In the following theorem we give an upper bound to Q(U) and D(U) reiative 
to [/I,, , h,] when II is an element of a T-space C’ and ]]/?,l. /rl[[ n 1’ 
namely if the degree of Ci is l<. then 
maxiL)(L/). O(U); s (I/ 1.). 
Proof. With II F [lz,, , /I~] and 1’ E ]]h,, ~ /I,[[ wc have II I‘ E [/I,, I‘. il, 1.1 
and 0 E 1111,~ 1’. 11, c[[. Since Q(u)(@u)) relative to [/I,, , ljl] is equal to 
Q(u D)(O(U I;)) relative to [II,, 1’. h, r], it suffices to prove the 
theorem for I’ = 0. 
From Theorem 2.8 it follows that for any c 0 and any integer II such 
that 0 : n --‘. Q(u). there exist s ,, . . . . . s,, satisfying (2.S.I) and (X8.2). U$e 
E m= 4 inf,,, mini’ h,,(t)!, h,(t);] which is greater than zero since 0 F ]]/I,, , /I~[[. 
Then, from (2.8.2), ( l)i u(s,) / t !. ( I )’ /I,(.~,). Frotn the definition of t 
and the fact that ( lJi II,(.Y,) ’ 0, it follows that ( 1); u(.v,) 0 for 
i -- O,.... n. whence n .- S (u). It follows that Q(I/) S (~0. 
An analogous proof shows that o(u) S (II). and this completes the 
proof. 
Let TC R and suppose U is a finite-dimensional linear subspace at‘ 3( I‘) 
with basis LI(, . . . . . u,, . Then the vector space isomorphism U - R! ’ defined 
by 
induces the I, norm on U. 
On the other hand, if UC.V( T) then U is already normed by the sup norm. 
It is well known that the topologies defined by any two norm5 on a linite- 
dimensional vector space are the same. 
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The proofs of the following results are left to the reader. 
(4.1) THEOREM. Let T C R, let h, , h, E F(T), andsuppose U is a (k + I)- 
dimensional subspace of 9(T). Then [h, , h,] n U is &-compact in Cr. 
(4.2) COROLLARY. Let T C R, let h, , h, E .3(T) and suppose U is a 
(k f I)-dimensional subspace qf B’(T). Then [h, , h,] n CJ is compact (iut the 
induced sup-norm topology) in U. 
(4.3) LEMMA. Let X C S(T) and f E 9(T). Then for each t E cl T, if X is 
sequentially compact in F(T) so are each of the sets 
r={UEXjU~f:t), Y=(uEXju=f:t), Y+={uEX(U~f:t}. 
(4.4) COROLLARY. Let UC .@(T) be a jinite-dimensional linear subspace, 
let XC U, and letf E 3(T). Then for each t E cl T, if X is compact so are each 
of the sets 
{UEXI uzf:t:, (ucr u k,.f’: r:, {u E x , 11 J f’: t>. 
5. THE OSCILLATJON THEOREM 
In this section we prove the Oscillation Theorem, which shows the existence 
of the function ZJ, ii described in the introduction. As the properties obtained 
in Lemmas 2.6, 2.7, and 3.1 are used frequently, for easy reference we list 
them below. 
We are concerned exclusively with the case in which the conditions of 
Lemma 3. I are satisfied, so we have for every t E cl T and u E [h, , h,] n tJ: 
NEITHER (U T h, : t and u T hr : t) 
NOR (11 J k,, : t and u 4 II, : t). (*) 
Therefore also the conclusions of Lemma 2.7 obtain. We next summarize 
the needed consequences of Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7. Let t-, , to ,... be the 
lower oscillation sequence of u relative to [h, , h,]. Then for .j = 0, I,... 
tj-1 < tj ) (a) 
ti .:I -;a =z- u 2: lIj : tj ) (b) 
t E ]tj-1 ) tj[ * 24 $ hj 1 I, Cc) 
tj < + Go, fj~. 1 = tj => u i 17, : tj and II 2 /liml : tj , (4 
U 4 l7j 1 t,j-* * tj-1 = tj 9 (e> 
f, L -;- KZ’30, tj-1 = tj -YZZ tj+l =5- U f$ l7jcl 1 tj and II = hi : tj ) (0 
I, <: + cc =P t, < tj-3 . (d 
640/21/2-4 
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Prooj: In view of Note 2.4 it is sufficient to prove the theorem for G. 
Since U is a T-space of degree i\ on 7, card 7‘ X. Also if 71 E ]]/I,) , /I,[[ n 1,’ 
then 0 E I]/?,, p, /I, p[[ n lJ and if Q(g) I< relative to [/I,, p. 11, p] 
then Q(g ~~ p) /, relative to [h,, . /7,J. Hence it ij sufhcient to assume that 
0 E ]]h,, . hl[[. For any L/ [.. [II,, . h,] n L’, let t L(~~), t&if), t,(u) ,.._ denote he 
lower oscillation sequence of II relative to [II,, , /I,]. We then define I., , I,‘, 
j= I, 0, I ,..., as follows. Let i’ , -I and 1; , (h,, . /71] n L;. F-or 
i- 0.1 ’ , A.... define 
I’, rlll‘;t,(1/) I/c C’, ];. 
L’, !ili L’, , f,(U) i ’ ,’ 
Notice that 
II t L?, r,(u) I‘, . for / i. (1) 
Therefore I’, for j i satisfy all the properties (a) to (p) of lower oscillation 
sequences listed above. 
Also, from (I) and (3.2) it follows that 
II F LL, i Q(u) h (1) 
so in particular, I’, -- z and U, ~ for i k. 
We next show by induction on ,j that for ,j 1. o... 
I’, X’ L., and c’, is compact. (3) 
This is clearly true for ,j I because by assumptions of the theorem. 
L’ , [h, , h,] n U = and from Corollary 4.2 K, is compact. Suppose 
(3) is true for ,j . i and that I’, s.. i- m. Then I’, , ~- 22, srnce I’, , I’, 
by (a). Hence by the induction assumption Ui , : and L’, , is compact. 
In this case if Ui : then for all II E U,- I 
t, ,(u) I’, * I’, . i,(u). (4) 
Therefore, when I/, - . from the definition of ti(u). (2.2) applies and for 
each u E Ui~ I we have 
t,(u) inf; t I., I I( 2~ /I, : t 1. (5) 
Hence from the definition of I’, 
I’. inf‘ (I ,, i’, , 
I’, , it .. ji : 1 I. 
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We now apply Lemma 2.5 by setting R = Irid , + co[ n T, X = ~7.~~ jR and 
Y == {/I( IRj. Since X is a continuous image of the compact Ui-r , it is compact. 
Hence Lemma 2.5 implies that there is some u E Uibl such that u 1s g 
hi I R : r, , whence II z hi : ri and since ri-] 6 R, u J hi : ri if r, = riel . If 
r? > ridI then from (5), tj(u) < ri . If ri = riel then from (e) it follows that 
t,(~) = I,-r(u) = ri-l = ri . Therefore in either case tj(u) < r, , which 
contradicts (4). Hence U, f m. 
We now show that Ui is compact. If u E U, then r, = tj(u) for ,j < i. 
It follows from (g) that 
ri.-3 < rj . 
Hence, by (b), (d), and (f), Ui can be expressed in one of three ways: 
if ri ‘) r, ~1 then Ui := {u E U,- , / LI g hi : r,], 
if r, = riel I:> rie2 then Ui == (U E lJ-, 1 z/ mA: hi : ri), 
In each of these cases it follows from Corollary 4.4 that Vi is compact. 
Hence if ri < + co then Ui ti: GJ and U, is compact, which proves (3). 
Let n = inf{t E R ! card]- co, t] n T > k]. Since card T > k it follows 
that a < + co. Hence, for some v < k, 
r, < a < rv+l . 
Now we define a linear form 6 on U as described in the Introdutcion. 
We show that the element u, in U, , U,,, , or U,,l, , depending respectively 
upon whether a < rv+l , a = r,+l < r,.+? or a = rvtl = r,,+? , which I 
minimizes 8 there, satisfies Q(g) .= k. 
Since card]- co, a] n T < + cc it follows that II $ hi : a for any i, 
and any u E [h, , h,] A U. Hence, if a == ru+l then rv+3 ) r,+, since a = ru+l = 
rL,.,2 = r  v+3 =s u f hv+3 : a by (f). We define h in each of the three cases: 
u <: rv+1 , a = r,;, < I’,+? , a = rvtl = rvAg < ru+3 asX=v,v’l,v+2, 
respectively. Then 
r, :;- a < rA+l , 
so from the definition of a, 
card u (]riel , ri[ n T) > k .- A. 
i=O 
Let wij , i = 0, I ,..., A + 1, be k - h points such that 
wij E ]ri-l , ri[ n T and Wij < Wij+l . 
Let S be the linear form on 6 defined by 
Since I., Lr . . Cr_% U,, is compact from (3). Thus. there is a G L’ which 
minimizes 8 over CJ,, . We show that Q(g) must equal k. Suppose Q(g) I\. 
Let t I . t,, . . . . be the lower oscillation sequence of :I relative to c/r,, . /rl]. Since 
14 e U,! , from (2) it follows that h _ O(g) and 
t, i’, for j ,\ 
We show that if L,(g) _ I\ then we can tind a (6 : li such that for some 
0. II E Ed 6 LT,, and S(g EC$) . S(g), which contradicts the definition 
if g. It follows, in view of (2), that L)(g) k. 
The choice of 6, is dependent on the lower oscillation sequence of g 
and is defined in terms of its zeros z,‘s. Specifcally vve define :, -y cl .ras 
follows f0r.j 0, I . ..., Q(g). 
If 
L/ h h, : I, and f, , I, (6) 
let r,,’ sup(r E 11, 1 . t,[ g 1: II, I : t ;. Then z,’ t, because : I 
implies from Lemma 2.5 that g : h, I : t, ; however, from ( .) g 1 ii, : I, 
I( 9 h, k : t, Therefore in this case 1~~‘. r,[ n r (rKilll g ' II, : f ) Alld 
t c I:,‘. t,[ g -2 /r. , : I. 
Let z,, be any element in I:,‘, r,[ n T’, unless j X I : we choose 
I--:, I , r,,.,] n T to additionally satisfy 
lll~~x:c+ ,i; -.\ , 
This is possible since t, .1 r,,~. I w,,,~~ for every r. 
When (6) does not hold, then 
l/ ” II, : t, 0 r i J 1 r 
in which case we detine 1, r, Iletine z I % m1cl Z(,ld, 1 
From the above it is clear that for j 0. I.... 
z, L 1 r, 1, 1, 
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forj = 0, I,..., Q(g) + I. Indeed, from (10) 
Cl Zj c ]Zj-* 3 ti-r[ U ]tj-1 ) Zj[ 
U (]Zj-1 9 Zj[ n {tj-I}) V {Z&l) U {Zj). 
If t E I+, , tj-& then Zi-, < Zj-1 < t < tj-1 SO (11) fOllOWS from (7). If 
t E ]t,-l , zj[ then tjM1 < t < zj f tj SO (11) follows from (c). If t = tjel E 
]z?-~ , zj[ then ziVl < tj_r < zj and hence g t hi-1 : fjdl (otherwise (9) applies 
and I,_~ = zjPl). Therefore from (*), g $ hj : ti_l . On the other hand 
rj-~2 < zjel < tj_1 SO if g k hj : tjP1 then tj = tj-1 from the definition of tj 
(2.3) whence tj-1 = zj = tj from (lo), a contradiction. Thus, if t = tj-1 E 
]zj-, , zj[ then (I 1) holds. Continuing, if t = ziM1 and g jzj z hj jz, : ziVl 
then Zj + o and _u 4 hj : z~-~ , in which case Zj-1 = tjel (otherwise, 
Z,-1 < zj-* < tj-1 SO u g hj : ~3~~ by (7)). Therefore _U J hj : fj-1, whence 
from (e), zj-1 = tj_1 = tj . However, from (IO), .zel = zj SO Zj = D;, a 
contradiction. Hence (11) obtains for t = ziel . Finally, if t = zj and 
_u Izj s hj Izj : zj then Zj + .G and _U t hi : zj. If Zj < ti then (6) applies 
and hence zj E ]zj’, tj[ C ]tj-1, tj[, whence g t hj : zj by (c). Hence zj = tj . 
Thus g 1 hj : tj , in which case if tj-1 < tj then by (6), Z~ < tj (“zj) SO in 
fact t,_, = tj and g f hj : tj_l . Therefore, from (*), _u $ hjel : tj-1 and (9) 
applies. Hence zi-.r = tjpt ( =tj = Zj) so again Zj = ~7, a contradiction. 
Thus (1 I) holds for t = zi . This completes the proof that t E cl Zi * (I 1). 
We next use [3, Theorem 2.41 to find the desired 4 as described previously. 
For this we define sequences (zJ, C T for 0 < j c< _O(_u) as follows. From (l), 
the definition of h and by (a) 
tj = rj f a for j < h. 
Since card]-- co, a] n T < + cc it follows that 
g + hj : tj for j < X and 11 $ h, : t,, . 
Thus (9) applies so 
zj Yzz tj (=rJ for j < h. 
Also, by (b) and (if t,,-l = t,J by (d), u = hj : tj (.j -c A) so 
zj = fj E T for j < h, 
II i hA : f, =+. z,, = t,, E T. 
For j = 0, I,..., h - 1 and for all n E kJ define zin = Zj . Now, notice that 
from previous steps we have 
z, = tA = rA < n < rA+l < tA+l 
so by the definition of zn+r , 
ZAi-1 E ItA 7 tA+,l, 
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whence t,{ - : zhrl ; that is, 
-  - -  
-  A _ . . -.\ 1  . 
For all IZ i- K, if g ; II,, : r‘,a deline z,,,, z,! and 11‘ g , i:, : I., let (z,,,),, \ I’ be 
a sequence such that T,, . z,,,, . znIr, lim,, z,,, z,, and lim,, (g(z,,,,t 
hA(z,\,,)) : 0. Finally, when A . ,j - O(g) if zJ r detine z,,! :, for a!l 
17 E N and if r, $ T let (z,~),~ be any sequence such that z,,, c- r, lim,, z,!, :, 
and (defining inductively) such that 2, -rii zi,) . Since it was assumed that 
Q(g) < k, the conditions of [3, Theorem 3.41 are all satistied with respect to :! 
and (zjrl)n , .i 0, I ,..., Q(g). 
Hence, there is a & E U such that 
6&, 1. i!2j 
&,) -- 0 if z,t=T. j 0. I . . . . . (_)(_uj. (13) 
g 1 il,, : I’,, g Hp 1 h,j : I’,, Yt -0 (14) 
t E z, (~ I)’ &o 0, ,i - 0. i ,.... Q(g) I, (15) 
We now argue by contradiction that with this choice of 4 there is an t 0 
such that 21 :- ~4 E [h,, , A,]. Indeed, suppose that for every E . 0, g E$ 47 
[/I,, , h,]. Then there is a sequence (x,) C T such that with i 0, or i I : 
for every I? E N’, (~ I )‘(g ‘- II ‘cjb)(SJ *. ( 1)’ I?,(.\-, ). 
Since 2* t [ho . /I~], ( l)i(h, g)(x) 0 for all .g.- :~ 7‘. Therefore 
( I)’ II ‘$%\-,.) ( ~~ 1 )‘(iZ,( \I,) fj(S,,)) 0 
Furthermore. from ( IL). lim,, II r&s,,) 0. l’hei-cfore lim,,(/r~(.\-,, j
!!(&l)) 0. Recapitulating, if for every t 0. fi ~c5 G! [A,, , /I,], then there 
exists a sequence (.u,<) C T such that 
By taking a subsequence of (s,,) if necessary. it may bc assumed that (.v,J 
is either strictly monotonic or else constant. Since T C tJ cl Zj ( i 0. I.... 
T)(U) 1- 1). one of the two following cases must hold: 
.\-,, :, for some,j and all II: (I) 
OR 
.x-,* t %, for some,j and all sufficiently large II. (II) 
We now show that each of these two cases leads to a contradiction of ( 16) 
CLISC (I). Since (.\-,,I c. 1. it follows that : r. whancc l‘rom 1 1 3). 
$l:.J 0: i.e., bj(s,,) 0, which shows that ( 16) cannot hold. 
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Case (II). If (16) does hold then for x E lim, x, , x E cl .Zj and 
z! IZj s hi IL, : x which from (11) implies that i + j (mod 2). On the other 
hand, from (15), if x, E Zj and (- l)i &xn) < 0 then i = j (mod 2). This 
contradiction proves that also in this case (16) cannot hold. 
Therefore, for some E > 0, since -u, C$ E U, 
g + qb E [h, ) h,] n u = u-1 . 
We next show that _u + ~4 E U, . Indeed, since forj < h, z, = rj E T, by (13) 
+(rj) = 0, whence 
If _u 4 h, : r’, then also z,, = r,, E T and &Y,,) = 0, so g f ~4 E U,, . If 
u J. /z^ : r, then by (14) 21 + l 4 J, h, : Ye and so in either case 
u + qbcun. (17) 
Finally we are able to show that the definition of-u as the element of U, which 
minimizes 8, is contradicted by (17) which in turn was derived from the 
assumption that Q(g) < k. 
Indeed, since 6 is linear, 6(u + ~4) = S(g) + ~a($). It remains only to 
show that S(C#) -C 0, as then 6(_u + ~4) < 6(g), which is a contradiction. But 
a(~#) = Cz’i (-l)i Cj &wij), where wij E ]yiml, ri[ n 7’ = 2; for i = 0, 
1 ,..., X and uAtli E PA 3 %+I[ n 7- = ZA,, by (8). Also, by (2), X < Q(u) and 
thus by (15), ~(c#J) < 0. However, by (I 3), C$ has at least Q(_u) + 1 distinct 
zeros, namely zj for j = 0, I ,..., Q(g) and these are all distinct from the wij’s 
of which there are k - h >, k ~- Q(u). Since 4 E U, Z(4) < k and thus 4 
must be nonzero at no fewer than k --- Q(E) - (k - (Q(g) + I)) = 1 point 
wjj , whence 6($) < 0. 
(5.2) COROLLARY. If h is any positive element of a T-space U of degree k 
such that 110, h[[ 1 D then 
h=_u+u, 
where _u, ii are nonnegative elemerlts of U n [0, h] such that Q(g) = a(E) = k 
relative to [0, h]. 
Proof. Let _u be the element of U n [0, h] such that Q(G) = k, given by 
Theorem 5.1. Then from Note 2.4, 0(--_u) relative to [-h, 0] is k, 
whence D(h - u) relative to [0, h] is k. Set U to h - u and the proof is 
complete. 
(5.3) COROLLARY. Let UC B(T) be any T-space of degree k on a bounded 
set T C R. Given any h, , h, E F(T) with ]]h, , h,[[ n U # a~, there exists a 
_u E [h, , h,] n U such that 
v E ]]h,, , h,[[ * S-(21 - v) >, k. 
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Proof. Follows from Theorems 5. I and 2.8. 
(5.4) Notes. (I) The definitions here of _u and ii differ from those ot 
Karlin and Studden [6] to the extent that when X is odd, what we define 
to be 21, they define to be ii and conversely. The Karlin and Studden definitions 
presumably derive from the desire to have g and U correspond in kind to 
a and CT, two mass distribution functions which determine, respectively. 
lower and upper bounds to a classical problem in the theory of moment 
spaces. In order to avoid unnecessary complication in our paper, we choose 
to define g always as an element with lower oscillation li, independent of 
the parity of k. 
(2) The condition that T be bounded can be eliminated by appro- 
priately defining I/ 4 hi : :L and 11 t h, : - z. and allowing cl_ ;I> 
“contributing” points in the oscillation sequence. However, the same effect 
is achieved by contracting T to a bounded set (say, by II + II tan -’ for 
UE P(T) and u ( tan-’ F* 9(tan l(T))), finding g and fi in the new space. 
and then mapping back to the original space. 
(3) Suppose a T-space L’C S(T) has a basis irr,i:~ ,, . Then multi- 
plication of each element of li by V(r) I;maxj fi,,(t)‘. 1 or,‘...., ir,,(t) ; 
gives a new T-space of bounded functions. However, an element of oscillation 
k in this new space does not necessarily pull back to an element of oscillation i, 
in the original space. The reason is that asymptotic zeroes can be destroyed 
in the process. 
(4) The conditions that the elements of I- be bounded cannot 111 
general be relaxed. For example, the T-space C’ of degree I spanned by !. 
tan t on ] -7712, v;‘- 7[ satisfies 0 i ]] I. I [[ and yet there is no element 01 
[ I, I] n U of lower oscillation I. 
(5) We note that Corollary 5.3, which is almost Theorem 5.1, can be 
proved through more direct geometric means, exploiting only the propertic 
of finite dimensionality, compactness, and convexity as they occur. 
6. A CON\‘ERSE 
From Theorem 5.1 we easily obtain 
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We show here that this theorem holds only for T-spaces. That is, we 
show 
(6.2) THEOREM. Let T C R, such that card T :> k. Let lJ C 9(T) be a 
reaI vector space of dimension at most k + 1. If for each S C T satisfying 
card S > k and each h, , hl E F(S) such that ]]hO, h,[[ n U Is f a, there 
exists a g E (I (6 E U) such that Q(_u Is) = k(@ is) = k) relative to [h, , h,], 
then U is a T space of degree k. 
ProoJ Consider any set of points S = {r,, < r1 < ..a < TV} C T. Let 
h, , hI E 9(S) be such that 0 E ]]h,, , h,[[. Hence, by the assumption of the 
theorem there is a u E Li such that Q(u Is) relative to [h, , h,] is k. Therefore 
d~i> = hi(7i) (1) 
(here hi = h,) if i is even and hi = h, if i is odd). 
Let u0 , zfl ,..., U, be a basis for u where m <; k by assumption of the 
theorem. Then (1) implies that there exist ci , i = 0, I,..., m, such that 
-f CjUJ(Ti) x h<(q). 
j=O 
Now it is easy to see that there exist k + 1 pairs of functions h,j, h,j E F(S) 
such that 0 E ]]h,‘, hlj[[ and the vectors (hoi( hlj(Tl),..., hki(Tlc)) are a 
linearly independent set for j q = 0, I,..., k. Hence the assumptions of the 
theorem imply that m = k and if the matrix V is defined by Vij = ~~(7~) 
i, .j = 0, I ,.*., k + 1 then 
det V f 0. (2) 
Hence it follows that Z(U) < k for any 0 # u E U. 
We next show that U is a T-space by showing that S-(u) < k for every 
u + 0 in U (see [2]). Suppose there exists a u E U such that S-(U) >, k + 1. 
We may assume without loss of generality that there exist k + 2 points ti E T, 
i =: 0. I ,..., (k + 1) such that (-l)i u(t,) > 0, i = 0, I,..., k + 1, and 
tieI -c ti , i =- I,..., k + 1. Let 
s’ = {to > t, >.“Y t?c+J, 
s = (t1 )...) ta+l]. 
Define ho, h, E F(S) such that 
ho(h) = -I u(ti>l, i = 1, 2 ,..., k + 1, (3) 
Mti) = I 4ti)lt i = 1, 2 ,..., k + 1. (4) 
Since V(t, ,..., tk+,) is such that det V # 0 from (2) and ui , i = 0 ,..., k 
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are bounded on S’ it can be easily shown that there exists M 
that for all u E U .( . 
‘X such 
II ‘S c [h,,) hl] n u ) -: u(t,) M. 
Now let ho’, AI t .F(S’) such that 
15) 
h,‘(t,d ~~ AI. 
h,‘(1,,1 I/(l,)).~. 
l’,,‘(f,) Mrr), 
h,‘(fi) :I,(ti)\’ i 1. 2 ,.... (l, 1 ). 
! 6 1 
We show that there cannot in this case jwhen S (~0 X 1) be an> 
element 11 E U ,.)’ n [170’, hl’] \uch that (_)(zL) with respect to (/I,~‘. /I,‘] i4 i,. 
thus contradicting the assumptions of the theorem. 
Since u E CJ i.s’ n [/I,,‘, /I,‘] and S C S’. 
1! .5 c [I?, , Al] n L’ i : 
hence from (5), : ZL(T,,), .\I, whence from the definition of lower oscillation 
sequence and the fact that h,,( t,,) M it follows that the lower oscillation 
sequence of g has to be 
M_, t, . t, ,..., f,, 1 . cr, , % . 
Therefore ZL($) h,(t,), i I, 3,..., ii I. from the definition of lower 
oscillation sequences. Hence from (3) and (4). u(t,) Il(t,),i : 1.2 . . . . . Ii I. 
Therefore (ZJ u) t U has (I, ‘- 1) zeroeb f, . i I, z...., k I. This implies 
21 II -- 0, since we already saw that Z(g 1,) -kil‘g II 0. Hence 
g(t,) = u(t,). However, by (h), n(f,,) h,‘(r,,). Hence c 6 [II”‘, II,‘]. Therefore 
for every II r;~ 0 and II E U we have 
max(Z(o), S-(U): x: 
therefore U is a 7-space of degree k (see [2]). 
We would like to thank the referee for his careful review and helpful suggestions fol 
shortening this paper. 
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